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Supreme Coloured Protective Coating

Lets understand the nature of this breakthrough in coloured
protective coatings...

You may be well acquainted with a substance called paint, it
has been around for thousands of years, but...

ColorKote is NOT a paint!

It is, in fact, a coloured protective coating, this means it is
totally different to paint, it contains no water and no powder,
the two main constituents of paint. So then how is it made?

It is formulated in such a way with a host of high-tech combo
polymers and space-age additives that defy tradition. Let us
examine how this saves you time and money...

Firstly, ColorKote is designed to be applied to raw concrete, plaster or brick directly without primer coats,
bonding liquids, filler coats, base coats etc. You simply dilute the first coat with 50% water, then overcoat
with two more coats and forget it for 20 years. But we need to understand what this means to you the
owner of the building and to the contractor “painting” your home... Most of the cost of a contractor is in his
labour charges and this is calculated on time. So if he spends half the time on the job then your cost is
half of the old expensive costs. Then if you add up all the different types of coatings and paint he sticks
on your walls each with its own heavy costs, the result is frightening.

Next, paint is not a protective coating, it is a decorative coating, so can you explain where the protection
is going to come from?

Algae, marks from nature, bird droppings, cats and dogs and monkeys jumping on your walls are left as
stains on the paint, almost impossible to remove.

Because ColorKote is a self-closing, self crosslinking, hydrophobic “sealed” protective shield, it will be
a self cleaning coating that stays clean or is really easy to wash clean.

It cannot be compared to any coating available in South Africa, the time and money saved in both the
short term and certainly the long term is unparalleled .

It is for these reasons we say...

Don’t Paint it KOTE it!
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